OAKWORKS® Table Cart
Thank you for purchasing an O AKWORKS ® table cart. Your new cart is designed
to give you years of trouble-free service and easy maintenance. It arrives folded,
with the tie-down strap wrapped around the handle and buckled in place. Just follow the steps below to get you and your table underway.

To Set-up:
• Release the buckle on the tie-down strap. Unwrap the strap
from around the handle and unfold the cart allowing the floor
of the cart to drop into its horizontal position, and the padded
handle to stand upright. (Fig. 1)
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• Lift your table by it’s handles and set it (with rubber feet down)
on the nylon sling of the cart floor. The table should be close
to, or touching, the “foot end” of the base opposite the wheels. (Fig. 2)
• Make sure that the part of the strap that spans the handle lies
across the table’s top corner and buckle the two ends of the
tie-down strap together. (Fig.; 3) Now pull the end of the strap
to tighten it so that the table is pushed up to the “foot end” and
the cart holds your table snugly. (Fig. 3a
2a)
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• Brace your foot against the axle and pull down on the handle
until you feel the weight of the table balanced between the
wheels and the handle. (Fig. 4)
• Clasp the handle and pull the cart and your table will follow
you anywhere. (Fig.5)
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Easy Maintenance:
• Your new OAKWORKS® table cart has a tough powder coated finish
that is waterproof and rust resistant. The nylon slings and the tie-down
strap are also extremely durable and easy to care for. All parts of your
cart can be washed with soap and water and air dried.
• To lubricate the wheels, use any standard machine oil or silicone spray.
We do not recommend rubbing metal parts against concrete or stone
steps as this will cause excessive wear.
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Warranty:
OAKWORKS® guarantee this table cart to the original owner for a period of
one year. This warranty cover defects in labor and materials and is limited to
repair or replacement of the item at our discretion. It does not cover damages
caused by accident, misuse and normal wear or neglect. O AKWORKS® will
cover UPS Ground shipping charges within the continental U.S. for all warranty
work. Customers must call before shipping a product back to O AKWORKS®.
For warranty service contact Customer Service at 1-800-558-8850.
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